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This tutorial will guide you through using and understanding our website and also how to make a
purchase in our online store. Please contact us if you need any more info.
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Please note that this tutorial is as complete and up to date as possible. Make
sure you read all the info given. Feel free to contact us if you should need any
further assistance.
Email: ansu@ivytreestudio.co.za
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1. HOW TO NAVIGATE THE IVYTREE STUDIO WEBSITE:
Insert the following website adress into your browser and it will take you directly to our
website: www.ivytreestudio.co.za (please note that our website is designed as a free
Weebly website but rerouted to our official .co.za domain. You may see the .weebly.com
domain in your browser once you click enter. That’s OK. You’re in the right place.
You can also just Google Ivytree Studio and you will find us. You will see our website links, our
eshop.co.za (that is the store’s independent link) and our presence on the internet on social
media like Facebook or Pinterest.

Enter our
business
name into
Google
Find basic
info here.

1.
2.
3.

VERY IMPORTANT TO NOTE:
There is a big difference in your experience when you try to access the internet in general via your
Laptop or PC
Your mobile phone or
Your tablet

You may find that your phone or tablet are not able to show all the functionalities of any website or online
store just because the screens are so much smaller and they also use different programming languages. Most
websites however these days adapt to the screen or device you use. Our store does adapt and we have
accessed it successfully via table and phone.
INTERNET SPEED AND CONNECTION:
Your experience on any website or in general using the internet may be affected by your own internet speed
and connection. You may struggle with online shopping just because of this fact and it has nothing to do with
our website or store’s functionality. Please ensure that you have a good quality connection before attempting
to use our website or store.
Disclaimer: Because of the nature of our business (design), our online content is image rich. To load images you
also need a good quality internet speed and connection. If you don’t, you will struggle loading slideshows,
videos and images in general. This is a problem from your end and not ours. We are able to load, view and
access all of our own content. We ask that you please have discernment on this issue when you attempt to
access the internet.
LET’S CONTINUE TO THE WEBSITE
…
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THE HOME PAGE
Top Right is the Website’s traditional menu with dropdown windows that will take you to all the content
on the website. Browse it a bit to get familiar with what content we offer.

Available tabs on this menu:
HOME, ABOUT US, CATALOG, THE IVYTREE STORE, BLOG, CONTACT PAGE AND SUBSCRIPTION PAGE.

Please note that the HOME page is where you can also find everything you need…you just need to scroll
down all the way to the bottom. Once at the bottom, there is a little blue arrow to the right of your screen
that brings you to the top in a second.

What are the things clients are interested in knowing generally?









Getting to know a company – go to the “About us” page
Engaging with a company on Social Media – check out tall the “Follow us” buttons on the home page.
From Facebook, Pinterest, YouTube, Google+, Twitter, WhatsApp, Email to Blogger and Instagram…we are
engaging with our audience EVERYWHERE!!
Learning about a company’s products and services – Our HOME page offers a summary of all our branches
as well as quick buttons (in the form of images) that will take you to our products (paper collections) and
other projects we are involved in.
Accessing a company’s online store – Look for the tab in the main menus at the top that says “The Ivytree
Store” or the green button that says “Ivytree Online shop”. Shop or store…it is the same thing and will
take you to the same place where you can make your purchase online.
Contacting a company – Click on the contact tab in the main menu or if you are in the store use the green
button to the right of your screen that says “Contact us” or even the blue Facebook chat button at the
bottom of your screen.

All our content is connected:






Our website (powered by Weebly) is integrated with our store (powered by Ecwid)
Both our website and store is linked to our Facebook page and our Blog.
The blog is linked in return to all of the above. So no matter where you find us online, you will be able to
click on a button, tab or link that will take you to any of our online content.
If ever you get confused, just enter the website or google us and go to the website. Any company’s
website is their home on the internet. That is where you will find everything about them.
If you should prefer only engaging on Facebook, that’s OK too. The store is linked to our Facebook page
(We will discuss that later in this tutorial). You can contact us on Facebook, see all our advertising, share it
easily with friends or your local scrapbook stores, ask for assistance and then browse the store and make
your purchase without even leaving Facebook. It is the same store powered by Ecwid and it works exactly as
we will show you in this tutorial.
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THE HOME PAGE EXPLAINED
Once you have entered the
www.ivytreestudio.co.za address it will
take you here. You’re in the right place!
Traditional
menu with
dropdown
windows
for easy
navigation

If you see this, it means you are on
the HOME page or landing page of
our website.

Slideshow with banners that
introduce us and give images of our
latest collections.
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SAYING HELLO

Once you have scrolled down just
under the welcome banner and
slide show banner, you will find us
saying hello

Look out for these quick
click buttons all over
the HOME page…they
will get you where you
want to go quickly

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Scrolling down again,
more buttons…where
to follow us on social
media.

This button takes you to
the store…how easy is
that! 
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MAIN BRANCHES IN OUR TREE
Scrolling down further
on the HOME page you
will find this section
with our main branches

If you want to
know more
about our
paper
collections
and view the
catalog, then
click on
Ivytree
Elements

OUR LIVE SOCIAL FEEDS

Scrolling
down further
on the HOME
page you see
live feeds
from our
social media
like our
Facebook
pages (we
actually have
5 Facebook
pages but
Ivytree Studio
is our main
page on
Facebook. I
bet you didn’t
know that.
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LIVE INSTAGRAM FEED
Scrolling
down further
on the HOME
page you see
these larger
images from
our Instagram
feed. The
feed is
updated
automatically
so it also
keeps our
website up to
date and all
we need to
do is keep
adding stuff
to
INSTAGRAM

LATEST COLLECTION
Scrolling
down further
on the HOME
page you see
the flag
“Latest
Collection”
and we
always
update this
section with
the newest
collection in
the form of a
banner.
Just under it
you will find
some buttons
with images
of our
previous
Collections.
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HOME PAGE FOOTER

At the bottom
of the
homepage
you will see a
couple of
testimonials
from clients
and our
footer

Use the blue
arrow to
quickly go
back to the
top of the
HOME page

That is the HOME page explained.
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2. WHY AN ONLINE CATALOG?
It is important for any design company to have and build a portfolio. Having it online, gives clients an
idea of what you have done in the past and what you are capable of doing. Our Catalog section
explains our work, all our various branches that we have been building over many years and our
latest projects.
Our paper collections fall under the brand “Ivytree Elements”.

Accessing the catalog
Click on the tab at the top on the main menu that says “CATALOG” . It gives you a dropdown menu.
Click on the item you want to view.

Catalog
dropdown
menu

PLEASE NOTE:
You cannot make purchases from the catalog section on the website.
You can

only view the collections and their item numbers.

You have to go to the online store section to make a purchase.
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Click on
Ivytree
Elements to
see the
dropdown for
the paper
collections.
Click on any
collection to
view it in the
catalog.

Let’s say you
clicked on the
Christmas at
Home
collection.
This is where
it takes you.
You will see
the number
and name of
the collection
at the top of
the page and
an image
banner
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Under the
banner you
will find all
about the
inspiration to
the collection,
the story
behind the
story or the
vision for the
collection.
We are after
all artists and
creative
thinkers.

Then you will
find a
detailed
description of
the collection
with what is
included,
paper weight
and sizes, if it
is double or
single sided
and how
many items
are included
in each
section

ALSO NOTE:
You can also find the “About the collection” and “Description” of the collection in the collection’s
Facebook Album (Yes, we even load images of the collection on albums on our Facebook Page –
this is for easy sharing)
And you will also find it in the main section where the collection is loaded in the online store.
So matter where you go, you will always be able to read about the collection and what is in it.
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Just under the
collection
description
you will find
the full
slideshow
with ALL the
items in the
collection…
Even the
individual
items in the
pack only
items are
included
here. Let the
slideshow run
or click on the
thumbnails at
the bottom to
go back and
forth in the
slideshow.

Remember we said that
you cannot make a
purchase from the
catalog…you can just
view items. Well, what
you can actually do is
click on the “buy me”
button just under the
slideshow and it will
take you to the section
in the store where this
collection is listed. It’s
that easy.
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3. OUR ONLINE STORE VIA THE WEBSITE

Maybe you want to
know more about the
store before you visit it.
Hover your mouse over
the “The Ivytree Store”
tab in the main menu
and it will show the
dropdown menu where
you can find the general
store info, how to use
the store quick tutorial,
shipping and payment
info and other legal
pages.

Ready to enter the store?

If you are ready to go
the store or you enter
the website at the
HOME page but actually
need the store and not
all the other content,
just click on the “The
Ivytree Store” tab on
the main menu
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If you see the Welcome
to the store banner, you
know you are entering
the store via our website,
the integrated store and
not the stores own Ecwid
site (later in the tutorial
we will show the Ecwid
store site)

Store landing page explained
Green Contact us
button to send
an email to us

Slideshow banner
with latest adds
Red buttons to
take you to our
social media
sites

Blue Facebook
button to send
us a message
via Facebook –
if we catch you
while online we
will chat live.

Scrolling down on the store page you
will find our latest releases slideshows
for quick viewing…you cannot make
purchases from these slideshows.
Viewing only!

For those
who are
use to a
menu on
the left
because
you are left
brained and
like things
linear, we
created one
especially
to make
things even
easier. It
gives you
quick links
to the
latest
products
and store
sections

View what’s in your
shopping bag here

These grey tabs are the main menu of
the Ecwid powered store from Store
news, what’s new, special offers,
products, brands and more.
Here you can search for products
using the SKU numbers or the name of
the product or name of collection

Note: the blue left side menu with brown buttons are not part of the Ecwid
store platform and was created by us on our website but links to the sections
in the store. When you access the actual Ecwid store site outside the website,
you won’t see this blue menu. So if you like using it, always visit the store via
our website.

To sign in, use your
email
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Say you want to purchase the latest
collection, and then click on the item
under “PRODUCTS” in the left hand
menu here. The top collection will
always be the latest.

Or click on “What’s New?” The latest collection will
always be listed here at the
top of the What’s New section.

Or Click on products, then click
on Ivytree Elements and then
on the collection you want. It
will all take you to the same
place…the collection that you
want to buy.

Still on the store landing page,
scrolling down, you will find
the store footer, with quick
links again. So, if all else fails,
always scroll way down here
and see if any of these links
doesn’t help.

While you are here, take note
of our office hours and store
hours. 
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The grey Products menu has a dropdown
to help you also go to the desired
collection in the store

Remember we said there are three ways
of navigating to your desired product
1. The blue menu to the left,
2. the What’s new button,
3. the brown products button.

4.
5.

You also have two more
avenues of getting to the
product you want to purchase:
search button
and the grey products tab in
the main store menu at the
top. It’s just above where you
sign in.

6.

HELP!!! If any of this confuses you, then just ask us for a quick direct link to the product you want. You can do that via
Facebook chat or email.
We also always share direct links in our Facebook advertising so check that out too.
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Choosing products and placing an order
Say you have successfully navigated to
the collection you want to buy in the
store. You will then see the section
image and description of the collection.
Scroll down to see the individual items
listed under the collections

This is what the items on our “store
shelves” look like. They have a little
image thumbnail, with number and
description. No price listed here
(R0.00). Don’t worry. It’s not free or a
mistake. You have to click on the item
to open it and view the pricing in the
options menu. We will show that next.
There is also a little Facebook like
button under (R0.00). Please share the
love on Facebook by clicking on it. Now
click on the item to open it.
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The item looks like this
when opened. A product
image to the left with an
options menu to the right
and under the image you
will find more product info.
Please make sure you read
all the info given. It may
include shipping dates and
more.

PRODUCT IMAGE

PURCHASE OPTIONS MENU

MORE INFO

Once you are ready to add your
product to your “bag” or
shopping cart, then click on the
“Add to Bag” grey button here

Click on the grey arrows to go to the
next opened product or back to the
previous one.

Here you can select
items. Once you select
an option, the red
pricing label will be
updated with the price.
This is how you control
what you pay. Play
around with the options
menu and see what you
can get out of it.
Some options are
required a tick like your
language preference or
a colour option. It won’t
affect the pricing, but
you cannot continue
unless you make your
selection, so don’t
forget to do that.

Remember that with every online store item in any shop,
you can up the quantity with a quantity counter. Our store
has the same counter at the bottom of the options menu
(QTY). Say you want two Christmas album sets, and then just
up the quantity counter to “2”. The red price label will adjust
and you will be able to see the cost before you click on “Add
to bag”.
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Here you can see what
happened to the red price label
when you clicked the Album and
Cards set option @ R590

The price stays the same when
you select your language and
colour preferences
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Here we selected an add-on
product and the price was
adjusted from R590 to R710

Here we have upped the counter
to “2”. That means you will get
two of everything you selected.
The price will be adjusted
accordingly

Now click “Add to Bag” here. Like
with any shopping if you don’t
put it in the bag, you won’t
actually be able to buy it or pay
for it.
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It indicates in red how many
items you just put in your bag.
Now either continue shopping
by clicking on the grey
“Continue Shopping’ button or
click on the white button that
says “Got to Checkout” it you
are done and want to place
your order

Once you have clicked on “Go
to checkout” your Shopping
Bag will actually open up. Here
you will find important info to
read firs. Please ensure you
read it at least once. It gives
important guides concerning
your shipping area. If you don’t
select the right area, you will
delay your delivery.

Here it shows you what you
owe plus your shipping costs.
Please ensure you also tick the
box next to “I agree with Terms
and conditions”. The system
will not allow you to continue
unless you tick the box.
If you want to update your
correct shopping area, click
here on “change” and follow
the on screen prompts. NOTE:
the default area is set to
Gauteng. If you don’t live in
Gauteng, then you have to
update your area.
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Updating your shipping area:
Select your country, province
(state) and add your postal
code. Select your delivery
method. We will be adding
Postnet to Postnet as an extra
option soon, but you can also
request it by adding a comment
in the next step where you add
your address details. Postnet
to Postnet for up to 5kg parcels
is a cheaper option for people
living in rural/regional areas.
(R99)

Once your area has been
updated the white window will
close and take you back to your
shopping bag. Scrolling down
under the Store info note from
the Store Admin, you will see
all the items you have placed in
your back. Check that you are
happy with all of that.
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Still in your shopping back, way
at the bottom under all your
listed products, you may want
to add a store coupon that we
sent you for some reason or as
a promotion we have running.
This is where you redeem it.
Enter you code and apply. Your
total will be adjusted.
You can also clear the bag and
start over by clicking on “Clear
Bag” or continue shopping and
add more products by clicking
on “Continue Shopping”.

Are you ready to check out and
finish your order? Click on the
grey “Checkout” button to go to
the next step.
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We are nearly done. Now enter
your Full name and Surname.
(Not just your name. We need
to know your full name!) If you
are a scrapbook retailer, add
your company, physical
shipping address. Make sure
these details are correct please.
Very important is to add the
sell number we and the courier
can reach you on.

Now just to make sure,
check that you have selected
the correct “shipping
method” (actually area)

If you are ready to
continue, click here. At any
point still you can decide to
not continue with the
purchase. You can either
leave the items in your bag
and come back to it later,
or clear your bag and start
again at another time. We
hope that you continue
obviously. 
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PAYMENT: The final step at
last! We prefer EFT
payments and therefore
we added our banking
details to the payment
page as clients seem to
miss it the emails the store
sends after placing the
order. You can right click
on this pink banking details
image and save it to your
phone or PC. You can also
request it via email.

TOW PAYMENT OPTIONS:
Here you can select your
payment method.
Default is the EFT offline
basic method where you
place your order once you
have selected this option.
Then go to your online
banking platform like you
would for any other
banking you do, make your
payment and send us proof
of payment (POP) via
email. If you prefer the
default EFT method, just
glance through the EFT
payment instructions here.
Alternatively select Payfast
and use your debit or
credit card to make an
online payment. Most SA
banks accepted.
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While still on the payments
page, under the EFT
instructions, you will be
able to add any order
comments delivery
instructions or preferences
of some kind or a request
regarding product. Adding
a comment is not required.

Frequent and loyal
customers earn discounts.
Sign in with your email to
log your order under the
same account each time.
Please don’t use multiple
email addresses. Stick to
one please. It helps you
earn discounts and helps us
keep track of your orders
and details.

Check that your billing
address and details are
correct and continue to the
next and final step.
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AT LAST WE ARE AT THE FINAL
STEP AND YOU CAN NOW
PLACE YOUR ORDER:
1. The most important to note
at this stage is that if you place
an EFT order, you still need to
make payment. We cannot
process your order unless you
make payment. That’s how the
cookie crumbles, right. To
make sure people don’t waste
our time by placing false orders
they never intend to pay for,
you have to make payment on
your placed order within
24hours of placing it. If we
don’t hear from you on
payment, we just delete the
order. We are sure you
understand why.
2. Once you’ve placed your
order, we receive your order
via an automated email that
the store sends to you and to
us.
3. Next we will either confirm
your order via a personal email,
or just update your order
status to PAID or processing.
4. So, all that said, if you are
not sure you want to continue
at this stage, just don’t click on
the grey “Place Order” button.
But if you are sure, then please
go ahead and click on it. You
will be directed to a thank you
page and that’s how you know
you are done.
5. Check your email for the
confirmation email that gives
you all the order info.
If you don’t receive the email,
you probably didn’t place the
order correctly. Either try again
by singing in with your email
and checking your order status
or items in our bag OR contact
us for help.
6. We will follow up with you
throughout either personally or
via automated status updates.
7. You can also inquire about
your order at any time using
the order number as reference.
8. Please always include your
name in communication.

Just give all the details a
final glance to see if
everything is correct and
you are happy with the
order that you have
created. Then click “place
order”
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THANK YOU
This is where you will be
redirected once you have
placed your order
correctly. It use to redirect
back to the Ecwid store
site, but we updated it so
you are still on the website
here and can access any of
the content on the website
all over again. See top
main menu: HOME, About
us, catalog to subscribe.
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4.Subscribing to our Network & Contacting us

If you want us to keep you
updated with our
newsletter that we send
out every 4 to 8 weeks,
then click on subscribe and
complete the “Join our
Network” form.

To complete a contact form,
click here and it will open
the contact page on the
website and you can either
complete the form or note
the team’s info.
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5. ECWID STORE PLATFORM LOOKS DIFFERENT BUT IS THE SAME

In this section of the tutorial we will show you that the Ecwid platform that powers our store has its own web
address and look.
It is here that people get confused. Here’s the story: Many moons ago we opted for a South African online store
platform called “shop” . These guys did so well that an international company called ECWID bought them.
Because we got in when the platform belonged to ecwid, our store address has a .co.za address. It didn’t
change when Ecwid took over. Even though Ivytree Studio was founded over 17 years ago, we never had an
official website until last year. As a small company, we try to save on overheads as much as possible and so we
run a free website via a paid domain. We are working on a new website that will not reroute to weebly. It
takes a lot of work to do all that ourselves and design our products. Rome wasn’t built in a day, they say. After
two years, we now have been able to fully integrate our store platform with our free website without any
additional costs. The next step will be to streamline everything even more.

All you need to know is the difference between our website and the Ecwid store is that our website
has everything you need to know about Ivytree Studio as a company, but the Ecwid site is only a
store. It does however have buttons to link you to our social media and basic info about us. So, if you
don’t want to know all there is about Ivytree Studio and just need the store, these are your options:
1. Access the store via the website by opening www.ivytreestudio.co.za and clicking on the
menu tab “The Ivytree Store”. It opens the Ecwid store, integrated with the website, so
whole time you are there you can access the website too if you should want to.
2. You can go to our Facebook page via your PC or laptop (not phone or tablet) and access
store by clicking on the store tab on the page menu to the left of your screen…just under
About us tab.
On our Ivytree
Studio Facebook
page, click on the
“store” tab here
to go to the store
(still the Ecwid
store but just
integrated with
Facebook)

top
the
the
the
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Do you see anything
familiar here? Yes, it is still
the same store. You can
see here that I am signed in
as Ansu Badenhorst. Scroll
down to click on the
buttons to take you to the
products you are
interested in. Same store
as before. The only
difference is that you won’t
have the green menu to
the left like on the website.

3. Access the store via the Ecwid independent link www.ivytree.eshop.co.za and you will see the
following: (Remember this is just the store and nothing else)

Now if you use the Ecwid
independent link
www.ivytree.eshop.co.za,
it will take you here.
This is the store welcome
page. Can you see it looks a
little different? Click on
“Shop now” or scroll down.

Basic info to the
top, green
contact button
to the right and
Facebook chat
blue button to
the bottom of
your screen.
Red social media
icons to the left
of your screen.
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Store sections explained
Can you see you have all
the same functionalities
here? Just a little cleaner
look. Either click on the
grey menu at the top or
scroll down to click on the
coloured buttons to go to
the desired section of the
store.
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Scroll down under the
categories and you will find
“Why Choose Us?”, “About
us” and “location” and
contact us. This is all on the
landing page of the store.
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Click on “What’s New” to
check the latest product
launches. Remember to
always scroll down all the
way to see everything on
the page.

Alternatively try searching
for products via the “paper
categories” section or any
other products category
listed i.e. #stencillove or
#GraceLilly

The following is just a bit of
a recap as the store
functions exactly the same
from here, as on the
website.

Our products are listed in
categories. Our paper
collections for instance are
listed under
Products/IvytreeElements/
You will find collection
categories in the Ivytree
Elements section and the
product thumbnails are
found under the specific
collection’s name. Click on
Products, then on Ivytree
Elements, then on the
collection name you want
to purchase and then
finally browse the products
listed under the collection
name.
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When you open Ivytree
Elements, you will see the
various collection categories
listed.

Then open a specific
collection category and you
will find the info on the
collection and the products
listed under it.

This is where you shop for products (see earlier
sections on how to select a product and make a
purchase. The step by step explanation earlier
in this tutorial is the same for the independent
Ecwid store here and also the same for the store
integrated in Facebook.
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Some items have a gallery where you can view
all the items available in the product listed. Just
click on a thumbnail to open the gallery. Note
the item numbers.

See the items also looks the same when you open
it.

Store News and Whatsapp Broadcast lists
Just a final note: Remember that the store has a store

news section where we keep you

updated.
You can also join our WhatsApp

broadcast lists via the store news section.

Our WhatsApp number is 0836501322 (You can also join the WhatsApp Broadcast list by sending us
a request via WhatsApp using this number.)
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General info that you need to know:
1. Our products are always available in English and Afrikaans. (We are actually Afrikaans)
2. All previous collections can be ordered every time we go to print and announce an order
cycle.
3. We take orders, manufacture and deliver. We manufacture according to market demand
and orders placed. We don’t believe in creating waste and we also love protecting trees,
so we only print according to the orders we receive. Please don’t assume stock will be
available if you don’t place an order.
4. We do offer retail options and pricing to small, medium and large retailers but our focus
from the start is the girl in her craft room because we identify with her.
5. If you don’t order directly from our online store, you can ask your local retailer to order
what you want from us.
6. Keep in mind that we deliver countrywide.
7. You are also welcome to get your scrapbook friends together and place an order as a
group to save on shipping costs.
8. We are a family owned business and not a large distributor. Please do not compare what
we offer and how we function with what you experience from other local retailers or
distributors. We are different on purpose.
9. When you support us, you support local creative entrepreneurs trying to put food on
their tables. You also support local manufacturers and thus support our own economy.
10. At any time if you should need help, please don’t give up. Speak up and ask for help. We
will gladly assist as far as physically possible.
11. Remember that we create for our local creative community. That means YOU. We form
part of it and we need your support just as much as you want and need our products.
We create for creative people.

Thank you for reading all the way through.
Please give us feedback on this tutorial and if you found it helpful.

